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 LUST FOR LIGHT Chris Roche
reveals his favourite luminaires p40
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Product NxtGen Series III
Manufacturer Simply LED

The A-Team

Website www.simplyled.co.uk
Description LED GU10 replacement

Photometric and Optical Testing’s technical director Dr Gareth John
gives the lowdown on Simply LED’s GU10 replacement and measures it
against the new Energy-Efficiency Index for lamps

O

ne of the most common product types I see in the lab is
the LED-based replacement for the GU10 50W halogen.
They’re quite in fashion at the moment, and most
months I seem to get sent a box of them by an importer, keen
to verify the claims made by the original manufacturer out in
the Far East.
The ubiquity of this type of lamp means there is a wide
range of quality out there. For every good one that I test,
there seem to be two or three cheap and cheerful ones
that have been made without due attention being
paid to the needs of the user. I remember setting up
one such lamp in our integrating sphere to test it,
only to find the casing was live. Sometimes I have
“discussions” with customers when my results don’t
match up with what they have been told by their
wholesaler, but I was still surprised when one of
them tried to electrocute me!
Needless to say, I’m both pleased and surprised when
one comes into the lab that’s well made, with attention having
been paid to the relevant metrics.
Wheat versus chaff

In order to explain these metrics and point out why they have
become important I need to talk about the EU’s Energy-related
Products directive. Also known as the Eco Design directive,
this came into effect on 1 September and was written to ensure
the least energy-efficient luminaires are taken off the market.
The directive defines a directional lamp as “a lamp having at

“The energy-efficiency

class of the NxtGen is streets
ahead of the halogen; its
Energy Efficiency Index of
0.13 places it in the A++ class
– the highest available”

Dr Gareth John, Photometric and Optical Testing
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Power in numbers
The GU10
replacement lamp
comprises 22
individuals LEDs

least 80 per cent light output within a solid angle of π steradian
(corresponding to a cone with angle of 120 degrees)”. So, what
matters in this context, is not how much light the lamp emits in
total, rather how much of it is coupled into a 120-degree cone,
also known as the “useful lumens.”
Measure of power

The directive has defined a metric called the Energy Efficiency
Index (EEI), which is based on a measurement of the useful
lumens compared with the total power consumed by the lamp.
The lamp is then assigned an energy-efficiency class based on
the EEI, which ranges from A++ (the best) to E (the worst). LED
technology can manage this more successfully than alternatives
and not only because of the obvious energy saving involved – the
small size and directional nature of LED light sources means 
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Over the rainbow The chromaticity chart outlines the colour coordinates of Simply LED’s NxtGen
Series III GU10 replacement lamp

Small is beautiful Small and directional, LEDs are much better than filament
lamps or compact fluorescents at coupling light into a 120-degree cone

they are much better at coupling light into the 120-degree cone,
as opposed to compact fluorescent or filament lamps.

Naturally, the halogen outperforms the LED replacement in
respect of power factor. After all, the halogen doesn’t need driver
electronics and this is where the lag between current and voltage
occurs, which negatively affects power factor. However, the
important metrics here are the efficacy and the energy-efficiency
class based on the EEI.
The figures relating to the lumens per watt of the NxtGen
unit are eight times that of the halogen – and this despite only
using a tenth of the power. The energy-efficiency class of the
NxtGen is streets ahead of the halogen; its EEI of 0.13 places
it in the A++ class – the highest available. By comparison, the
halogen only manages a rating of C. The NxtGen also keeps the
colour rending index above 80Ra, which is also in line with the
recommendations of the directive. ■

Testing, testing

Back in August, Simply LED asked me to test its NxtGen Series
III, an LED-based GU10 replacement that is built around 22
warm white LEDs and is fully dimmable. This is, itself, quite
rare – the challenges of fitting reliable driver electronics into the
small casing of a GU10 replacement are hard enough without
the additional problem of dimming. The NxtGen Series III also
manages to keep the power factor above 0.5, which is in line with
the recommendation laid down by the directive. So let’s have
a look at how the figures compare with a generic 50W halogen
GU10 that I tested last year...

SIMPLY LED NXTGEN SERIES III VS HALOGEN GU10
SIMPLY LED
NXTGEN SERIES III
Total luminous flux/lumens
Flux in a 120-degree cone
(useful lumens)
Input power (W)
Efficacy (lm/W)
Power factor
CRI (Ra)
Energy Efficiency Index
Energy-efficiency class
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50W
HALOGEN GU10

430

541

411
5.0
86.0
0.50
81.8
0.13
A++

505
49.4
10.8
0.99
99
0.95
C

THE LABORATORY
Photometric Testing is
an independent lighting
test laboratory that
specialises in the
photometric assessment of LEDs, luminaires, lamps and
displays. Photometric Testing has invested in the latest,
state-of-the-art photometric, spectroradiometric and
goniophotometric equipment to ensure that its measurements
are accurate, repeatable and conform to the latest
international lighting standards. Do you have a luminaire that
you think might be appropriate for Photometry Focus? If so,
contact Dr John: gareth.john@photometrictesting.co.uk
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